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About This Game

Neon Shadow is a fast paced Cyber Punk FPS inspired by classic shooters. Suit up and grab your shotgun. Your mission: Save
humanity from the dark mechanoids who have taken control of your space station and soon the rest of the galaxy!

Everything in the Steam version has been improved from the controls to the graphics, we would like to think of it as Neon
Shadow 2.0. Please shout if there are additional features you would like to see!

Planned additions so far are; split-screen up to 4, chat functions, player names (over head) and Tobii support.

Features:
• Multiplayer.

• Old school first person shooter game-play.
• Single player campaign.

• Online multiplayer death-match mode
• LAN multiplayer death-match.

• Cyber Punk soundtrack from Abducted by Sharks.
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Title: Neon Shadow
Genre: Action
Developer:
Tasty Poison
Publisher:
Crescent Moon Games
Release Date: 25 Aug, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel or Amd 1.5 GHZ or above

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel onboard graphics card or above

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: Sound Blaster

English
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No jumping.
Gamemechanics are nice. Sometimes it seems as if the hitboxes are a bit off.
Story - what story?
Graphics are fluid even on weak machines.
Sound - soso.. When I saw there was no way to jump, I knew this was another mobile game port.
The graphics were laggy, and occasionally the game locks up while your playing.
. For a small price it's pretty good, impact is fine.. Wonderful! I felt extremely immersed in the gameplay. I enjoy it so far and
will continue to enjoy it. Recommend! 8\/10. A simple little indie shooter that packs a huge punch, 4 player multiplayer; online,
LAN and against bots which is awesome, an awesome campaign that reminds me of System Shock 2. And the graphics are
amazing. Overall a cheap shooter that doesn't dissapoint in any way.

That atomic cannon though(thats what I call it) is so satisfying to shoot, and that
kick\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665soundtrack, just perfect

Awesome job guys this game doesn't dissapoint me a single bit. a cute little game that i wish was a lot longer. The twin of quake
3 arena.
The another best arena shooter ever for mobile i play it countless hour!!!! in IOS in Botmatchs with offer infinite replay value
like well-known arena shooter like Quake 3 arena Unreal tornament.It pc version with well optimized graphic and better
control.Becuase both campaign and botmatchs it avialable offline too!!!!! so this enjoyed anywhere anytime as much as i want
as long as battery is charged(Moblie version or play in laptop) Caution!!! don't play while charging it may explode your mobile
phone or tablet :)
SomeSuggestion:
1.Add more weapon the most wish is railgun
2.Adjustable bots difficultly and frag limit time limit
3.Replayable mission with adjustable difficultly (If you want to replay you must delete your slot and start form begining is)
Who said this game is boring they wrong i play in moblie for 1 year already until now
****Don't ever ask me Neon shadow or quake 3 arena is better i will be mad cause is really tough question ever calculus for
enginner is much easier than this question****. Es simple disparar lo que se mueva mientras pasas niveles casi iguales, el online
no funciona. straight forward no nonsense ... This game is not quite as described. It is old school, yes, but not because it's cool
like doom, quake or unreal. It's because the designers were too lazy to do anything with this game. Yes, everything about this
game is "dumbed down," even the settings page lacks basic setup items. There is no "jump" key, which is ASTOUNDING. The
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levels are repetitive in the extreme, featuring a monotonous array of foes, varying in size and hit points. The weapons are some
of the worst ever to be featured in a FPS. The multiplayer levels are a joke, as are the online "deathmatches" during which 3
people all called "player" proceed to stand around like manequin dummies. AVOID.
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Old shool FPS style. Nothing more nothing less. For what it is and how much I paid it is great. Very simple minless og fps fun..
I didn't like Neon Shadow when I first bought it, but it's growing on me. It's a fun little FPS, with simple mechanics and a
challenge that comes from sustained reflex (saves happen at the start of the level, and nowhere else). I recommend.. A short and
sweet oldschool action with newschool graphics.. Not bad.
But also not fun.. cool little shooter that is fun but only takes around an hour tops to complete. The devs did fairly well on
capturing the doom feel but putting it into a more modernised universe. my only critisim, is that when i beat the boss, nothing
happened, the pillar in the middle just span. completing it again, i got the acctual ending.. straight forward no nonsense ... Short
campaign, decent story, Old school feel but new school graphics, feels kinda Cyberpunk
Multiplayer is dead and I only played one match and it was on mobile... Luckily, there are LAN and bot matches available but
the only thing you can customise is The map and number of players...
Should you pick it up? I think so, but get it on sale, I dont find it worth recommending at 5 buckarroos. It's a good mindless
Wolfenstein 3D level fun. There are a couple things that would make it better, though. One is making a checkpoint when you
destroy the core, it's essentially half of the level completed. The other one is significantly reducing weapon change animation
timeout. Changing to shotgun takes what, two seconds? That's too slow in the middle of a fight when you need to change
weapon quickly for different enemies.
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